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Table 11.4. Change in Study Efficiency
Obstacles
• Simulation types: simulations of all genres and creative cyber tools are not yet common in the academic mainstream.
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• The study cycle: active learning programs need better correspondence among plans, assignments, implementation procedures,
feedback, debriefing, grading rubrics, and assessment schemes for the simulation project.
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• Active learning tools: simulation analysis lacks (1) conceptualization and rigorous measures for comprehensive overview; (2)
integration of complex topics for teaching world politics in a global village; (3) skill assessment.
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Recommendations
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• Indicate where simulation and reality intersect: help students step out of the academic setting and enter a past, current, or
fictional reality.
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• Highlight subjective perspectives: (1) incorporate major dilemmas real leaders face; (2) confront students with the prejudices
and mind-sets of others; (3) practice empathy; (4) demonstrate deception, failures, and compromise as indispensable aspects
of politics; (5) reveal the contents of policy formation after the simulation ends and let students use all simulation products to
discuss and reconsider world politics interactions from the perspective of others.
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• Break the dull routine: (1) advertise the simulation project as an exciting pedagogical experiment in the course description and
elsewhere; (2) transform the learning process into an entertaining, attractive, and fun experience.
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• Replace the rigid top-down structure of teaching: facilitate the creation of a motivated learning community by the use of simulations to partner with students in creating the simulation world, its products, and its outcomes.
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• Know your destination from the beginning and pace the study cycle accordingly: ensure a comprehensive outlook by adopting
procedures that fit your plan, incorporate practical techniques, and guide participants.
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• Progress gradually: (1) explain new teaching methods; (2) move from abstract and strategic planning, via alternatives and
choice, to overview and revision; (3) coordinate and synchronize progress throughout the learning cycle between students and
the educator; (4) disclose assignments with clear deadlines; (5) build up information for practice of complex realities; (6) plan
increases in time pressure, stress, and intensity of interactions and learning.
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• Plan compelling story lines: (1) employ multiple modes to publicize the scenario and ad-hoc events; (2) apply guidelines for an
effective narrative; (3) use creative formats; (4) provide exciting triggers to set policy formation and world politics in motion.
• Use media and political teams: (1) explain the crucial role of the media in politics; (2) encourage insights from multiple perspectives; (3) add authenticity to the atmosphere through media products.

sentatives of all teams are supposed to follow their team
policy plans, but they often act autonomously until the
formal break, when intrateam policy reassessment becomes possible. Moreover, face-to-face interactions make
covert and informal negotiations harder to perform than
in the cyberspace.
When the world politics meetings take place on social
networks, more options emerge for interactions among
and within teams, including covert back-channel talks
via cyber communications. Such occurrences are visible
only to you as the administrator of the secret group on
the social network and to the few leaders who interact in that group. Secret contacts that take place out of
sight of other teams may produce a true surprise if a
breakthrough occurs. The activity of media teams can
intensify as reporters contact political leaders directly on
the web without interrupting the flow of negotiations.
Media teams can extend their exposure beyond the
media break and repeatedly publish reports and news

flashes during negotiations. Intrateam reassessment
during world politics negotiations becomes much easier when interactions take place on the web, as participants can communicate simultaneously on multiple social network groups with representatives of other teams
and with their own teammates. The coupling of policy
formation and world politics enriches the knowledge in
both fields and improves the understanding of the complex linkages between them.
But student interactions are not only about the advancement of knowledge. Rather, they are closely related to the gradual practice of skills and the development of good habits for solitary study and teamwork.
Interactions are the core component in active learning
with simulations. Practice of negotiations, team management, media manipulation, leadership, coaching of peer
students, coping with crisis situations, and making decisions are among the many skills reinforced when students learn by doing.

